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INTRODUCTION

We derive inequalities of the form

\ r~(x) I fJ . n
fJ (rn(x»a\~-a- for a> 0,

where rn is a rational function of degree n, fJ is a constant independent of n
and fJ is Lebesgue measure. We then use these inequalities to construct lower
bounds for the error in approximating e- X on [0, CX)) uniformly by rational
functions.

Let IIn denote the set of polynomials with real coefficients of degree at
most n. Let II: denote the subset of IIn whose elements have non-negative
coefficients and let II! denote the subset of IIn whose elements are non
negative and non-decreasing on [0, CX)). The prototype result proved by
Loomis [3] is

THEOREM A. IfPn E IIn has only real roots, then

\ p~(x) I n
fJ ( Pn(x) >a \=~ for a> 0.

We extend this result to unrestricted polynomials and various classes of
rational functions. As an application we prove

THEOREM 1. Let 6 > 0.
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(a) There does not exist a sequence {pn/qnl where Pn E II~ and
qn E II: so that

for all n.

(b) There does not exist a sequence {pn/qnl where PnE II~ and
qn E lln so that

Ile- x
- Pn/qnlll~~2(n+2)1:::;; )u for all n.

(c) There does not exist a sequence {pn/qnl where PnE IIn and
qn E lln so that

Ile- x
- Pn/qnlll~~8(n+2)1:::;; e81u for all n.

If the correct order for unrestricted rational approximation to e- X on
[0, 00) is 1/9 n

, as is suggested by the numerical data in [2], then (b) would
show that demanding the numerator be monotonic must hinder the rate of
convergence. Since the order of approximation to e- x on [0, 00) by
reciprocals of polynomials behaves like 1/3 n (see [4 j), part (a) shows that
requiring the numerator to be non-decreasing and the denominator to have
positive coefficients makes this type of rational approximation essentially
slower then reciprocal polynomial approximation. We note that the constant
in (c) is not as good as the lower bound of 1/54 obtained by Blatt and
Braess in [1].

INEQUALITIES

We prove the following:

Inequality 1. If PnE IIn, then

for a > 0.

There exists PN E II 16 so that

pIx: ;:~:; ~ 1!~ 1.52N.*

* G. K. Kristiansen (Siam Review Problem 80-16) has shown that there Exist Pn E II n so
that

. \ p~(x) 2 (11m p x: --;;;, n = I.
n~oo Pn(x)
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for a> O.

(b) If rn = Pn/qn' where Pn' qn E JIn and both Pn and qn have only real
roots, then

for a> O.

for a> O•

Let rn(x) =xn/(4n -xy. Then .u{x: r~(x)/rn(x) ~ I} = 4n.

(c) If rn = pn/qn' where Pn E JIn and qn E JIJ, then

)
r~(x) I 2n

.u x~O:rn(x)~al~7

(d) Ifr" =Pnfqn' where Pn E JI: and qn E JIJ, then

for a> O.

for Q > O.

Let r" = x". Then

.u )x ~ O<:~:~ ~ a I= :

Inequality 3. IfPn E II" has n real roots lying in the interval (a, b), then

.u Ix: Ip~(x) I~ a I =~ for a> O.I p,,(x) I(b - x)(x - a)1 \ a

We need the following lemma due to Videnskii [51:

LEMMA A. (a) Suppose P2n E II2n - II2n _ 1 and suppose that P2n ~ 0 on
(a, b). Then

P2n(X) = (x -- a )(b - x) tZ"-l)(x) + s~(x),

where tn- J E JIn- J , Sn E JIn and both tn- J and sn have only real roots.

(b) Suppose P2n + 1 E II2" + 1 - JI2n and suppose that P2n + 1 >0 on
(a, b). Then

P2,,+ I(X) = (b - x) t~(x) + (x - a) s~(x)

where tn' Sn E JIn and both tn and Sn have only real roots.

640/36/1-6
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Proof of Inequality 1. Let a >0 and let Pn E IIn' Choose a and b so that

\ p~(x) 1
(Pn(x) ~a\ c la,b].

By Lemma A we can find s E IIzn ' t E IIzn so that

p~(x) = sex) + t(x),

where, for x E Ia, b ],

o~ sex) ~p~(x),

and both sand t have only real roots.
Now

1
. p~(x) !- \ . (p~(X))' 1

x. Pn(X) ~ a \ - (" p~(x) ~ 2a \ .

Also,
(p~(x))' ~ 2ap~(x)

exactly when

s'(x) + t'(X) ~ 2a(s(x) + t(x)).

By Theorem A,

\ s'(x) I 1 t'(x) I n
Ii t: sex) ~2a\=1i x: t(x) ~2a\ ~~.

Since sand t are non-negative on Ia, b], it follows that

2n
Ii {x E [a, b]: s'(x) + t'(x) ~ 2a(s(x) + t(x))}~

a

and the bound is established.
To construct a lower bound for the inequality we observe that if

o~ a1~ az~ ... ~ an/Zand if PnE lIn is the unique polynomial satisfying

p~(x) - Pn(x) = -x(x - a1)Z (x - az)Z '" (x - an/z_1)Z (x - an/z)
n

= - >' b.xi
,...... I

i=O

then
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provided that pia) > 0. since pia) = L:7=o i! hi we have an easy criteria to
check for a given choice of ai • It is a matter of calculation that if

then

a, =0.5, az = 1.5,

a6 = 12,

a4 = 5

as = 24.32,

n

~ i! hi ~ 3.64 X 10 7
•

;=1

Proof of Inequality 2. To prove part (a) we note that if rn = Pn/qn' then

r~ p~ q~
-=---

and

By Inequality 1,

and

J q~ a ( J q~(-x) a ( 4n
f.J (qn ::;;;-2\ =f.J IX: qA-x) ~2\::;;;-;-

and it follows that

(I)

(2)

(3)

To prove part (b) we observe that we can apply Theorem A instead of
Inequality 1 to (2) and (3) above to obtain

)
p~ a! 2nf.J x·-.>-- ~. P

n
~ 2 '<:: a and

and the result proceeds analogously.
To prove part (c) we note that q~/qn ~ °on 10, 00) and, hence,
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To prove part (d) we need only note that if Pn E II:, then p~(x) (;
(nix) Pn(x) for x> 0 and, hence,

The method of proof for Inequality 3 illustrates the method Loomis
employed to prove Theorem 1.

Proof of Inequality 3. We will prove that

and

)
. (x-a)(b-x)p~(x) l- a

Il- x. 0 (; ( ) <a --
Pn X n

I
. (x - a)(b - x)p~(x) _ (-!!:-

Il- x. 0 > ( ) ~ a - .
Pn X n

(4)

(5)

Let Yo <.. ,(;Yn denote the n + I roots of (x - a)(b - x) p~(x) and let
xo<'" <xn- 1 denote the n roots of Pn(x). Then YO<XO<YI <... <
xn_I<Yn<xn=oo. Since

(x - a)(b - x) p~(x)/Pn(x)-> -00 as x -> Xi from below,

we deduce that on each interval (Yi' Xi) there exists a point (j; so that

Since the above equation can have at most n + I solutions, we have

\ '0" (x-a)(b-x)p~(x)~- l= \-, (5:._ .)
Il- IX. :7 ( ) r a ...... U I YI •

( Pn X i~O

If

Pn(x) = x n+ exn- 1 + ... ,

then

(x - a)(b - x)p~(x) = -nxn+ 1+ [e(1 - n) + neb + a)] x n + ...

and

(x - a)(b - x)p~(x) + aPn(x) = -nxn+ 1+ [e(1- n) + neb + a)

+ a] x n + ....
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From this we deduce that

n, a
\, b.-y.=-

i'";"O I In'

Equality (4) is proved analogously.

LOWER BOUND ESTIMATES

79

All three parts of Theorem 1 follow from Inequality 2 and the next lemma.

LEMMA 1. Let n~lOO and 2n~A~i. If rn=pn/qn' PnqnElln'
satisfies

I r~(x) I An
!i t~O: rn(x)~a \ ~--a-'

then

Proof Suppose (6) is false. Then for xE 10,A(n + 2)],

Set a = 1 - 1/2n, then

1

r~(x) 1 I An
f.J. x~O:rn(x)~I- 2n \~ 1-1/2n ~A(n+l).

(6)

The rational function r~/rn is of degree at most 2n. Thus, there exists an
interval Ia, a +AJ2n ] contained in [0, A(n + 2) ] so that

for xE la, a+ :n ~.
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Thus, for some' E (a, a +A/2n)

2 (n3~1 )ea+A/2n~lea+A/2n_rn(a+ :n)-ea+rn(a)1

~ :n let - r~(OI

~ :n (e t
- (1- 2~) rn«())

~ :n (e l
- (1 - 2

ln)el (1 + n3 ~ I))
A ( 1 1) l~- -- e

:7 2n 2n n3
- I

A l A a
~--2e~-82e.

8n n

Equivalently,

16n
2

A/2n
3 e ~An - I

which, since r<A <2n and n ~ 100, is impossible.
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